
Willach introduces a new generation of pharmacy robot for the British market  
 
Birmingham, 16th September 2011. After successful launches in several European countries, 
Willach introduces the Consis E robot at the Pharmacy Show at the NEC in Birmingham. Consis E 
stores and dispenses the complete range of medicine packages in a pharmacy. 
 
Are you facing the issue of how to prevent queues in your pharmacy, streamline procedures and 
improve safety by preventing dispensing errors? With Consis E, pharmacies are enhanced by a 
central control centre that manages medicine logistics and sets the heartbeat of work processes. 
 
All processes, from stocking, through storage, to the dispensing of medicines, are perfectly 
coordinated and controlled by Consis E. And it does so with such smoothness and speed that you 
are hardly aware of it. Except in the amount of time you’ve won back, the huge number of 
routine tasks from which your team has been relieved and the increased satisfaction of your 
customers. 
 

 Increase efficiency and serve your customers more quickly by improving your forward 
dispensing services 

 Free up time to advise customers thanks to fully automated stocking with the Consis 
Stockmaster 

 Reduce dispensing errors thanks to fully automated labelling with the Consis 
Labelmaster 

 Gain space to create consulting and treatment rooms by using cutting-edge 
technology. 

 
The Consis E can even handle opened split-packs, which means that almost every possible 
permutation of medicine packages is managed by the robot.   
 
>> watch the Consis E robot video now 
>> download the Consis E robot product brochure now 
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Willach is the market leader in Europe for medicine storage and dispensing equipment. With the 
FAMA drawer and shelving systems and CONSIS robotic systems, Willach provides a uniquely 
tailored solution for any type and size of pharmacy. All Willach systems are subject to rigorous 
testing and demanding quality standards at their product development and production facilities 
in Germany. 
 
Visit Willach Pharmacy Solutions at the Pharmacy Show at the NEC in Birmingham, from 9th to 
10th October 2011, stand i80. 


